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Abstract. In this paper, we consider the connected coverage problem
and aim to construct a minimal connected cover set that is sufficient
for a given query in wireless sensor networks. We propose a centralized,
Voronoi tessellation (CVT) based algorithm to select the minimum num-
ber of active sensor nodes needed to cover the target region completely.
The constructed sensor set proves to be connected when sensor node’s
communication range is at least twice of its sensing range. For other sit-
uations where the CVT algorithm alone cannot guarantee the network
connectivity, we design a Steiner minimum tree (SMT) based algorithm
to ensure the network connectivity. Theoretical analysis and simulation
results show that our algorithm outperforms the greedy algorithm in
terms of both the time complexity and the needed number of sensor
nodes that must be kept active to respond to a given query.

1 Introduction

Because of advances in micro-sensors, wireless networking and embedded pro-
cessing, wireless sensor networks (WSN) are becoming increasingly available for
commercial and military applications, such as environmental monitoring, biolog-
ical attack detection, and battlefield surveillance, etc [1, 2].

Minimizing energy consumption to prolong the network lifetime is a major
design objective for wireless sensor networks since tiny sensor devices usually
operate on limited battery power due to low cost and small size. Many research
efforts have been made to improve the energy efficiency of wireless sensor net-
works [3–7].

In this paper we aim to improve the energy efficiency of wireless sensor net-
work by constructing an energy-efficient network topology. The motivation of our
work is the spatial query execution in sensor networks. In the process of spatial
query, the sink node needs to gather sensor data within a specific target region in
order to obtain the status of the monitored target region. An energy efficient way
to respond to the query is to activate only a subset of sensor nodes to monitor
the field and send back report data. The active node subset must satisfy two re-
quirements: (1) coverage requirement. Each point in the monitored region must



be covered by at least one sensor in this subset. (2) connectivity requirement.
The communication network induced by active nodes must be connected.

For a given target region, the problem of finding a minimal subset of sensor
nodes which meets the above two requirements at the same time is NP-hard.
We propose a centralized Voronoi tessellation (CVT) based heuristic algorithm
to compute the near optimal set of sensor nodes needed to cover the target
region completely. In case of sensor’s communication range is at least twice of
its sensing range, the constructed sensor set is connected. In other cases where
the CVT algorithm alone cannot guarantee the network connectivity, we design
a Steiner minimum tree (SMT) based algorithm to ensure the communication
connectivity. The proposed algorithm outperforms the greedy algorithm[9] in
terms of both time complexity and the size of active sensor set.

2 Problem Statement

We consider static sensor networks in the 2D plane R2 and use binary sensing
model to model sensor node’s sensing capability. In this model, the coverage
area of a sensor node si is a circle centered at si with radius Rs (sensing radius).
The circular sensing/coverage area is called si’s sensing disk and denoted by
Si =

{
p ∈ R2|d (p, si) ≤ Rs

}
, where d is the Euclidean distance metric. Each

senor node has a limited communication range. N(i) = {sj |d(sj , si) ≤ Rc, j 6= i}
denotes si’s communication neighbor sets, where Rc is sensor node’s wireless
communication radius.

Definition 1. (Connected cover set) A set of sensors S is a cover set for a
region R if each point in R is covered at least by one sensor in S. If the commu-
nication graph induced by the cover set S is connected, set S is called a connected
cover set (CCS) for R.

For a given sensor network S deployed in a target region R, our goal is to
calculate the minimum set of active senor nodes that can both cover the region
R completely and form a connected communication network. This problem has
been proved to be NP-hard and a greedy algorithm has been proposed in [9]. In
this paper, we propose a new, novel algorithm based on Voronoi diagram.

3 Voronoi-Based Heuristic Algorithm

The minimal connected cover set is constructed in two steps. First, we construct
the minimal cover set based on the Voronoi tessellation of the target region.
When Rc ≥ 2Rs, the constructed cover set proves to be connected. When Rc <
2Rs, we design a Steiner minimum tree (SMT) based algorithm to find the
additional sensors needed to make the communication graph induced by the
cover set connected. Not loosing generality, we assume that the target region is
bounded and convex.



3.1 CVT Algorithm

The minimal cover set can be obtained by turning off the maximal number of
redundant sensors. A sensor is redundant if its sensing coverage is completely
subsumed by other sensors. Turning off a redundant sensor will not leave sensing
hole in the target region.

Definition 2. (Sensing hole) A sensing hole is a subarea of the target region R
where points are not covered by any sensor.

According to definition 1 and 2, a target region R is completely covered by
a sensor network is equal to there is no sensing hole in R. The sensing hole
is detected by utilizing the Voronoi tessellation [10] of R. Given a finite set of
sensor nodes S = {s1, . . . , sn}, the Voronoi region Vi associated with node si is
defined by Vi = {p ∈ R2|d(p, si) ≤ d(p, sj), j 6= i}, where d denotes the Euclidean
distance. In general, the Voronoi polygon associated with node si is unbounded
if si is on the boundary of the convex hull of S [10]. But when R is bounded,
the unbounded Voronoi polygons of sensors on the boundary of the convex hull
of S will be bounded by the boundary of R.

Definition 3. (Bounded Voronoi tessellation) A Voronoi tessellation with all
Voronoi polygons bounded is called a bounded Voronoi tessellation.

Let BV T (S,R) denote the bounded Voronoi tessellation of the bounded
region R when taking S as the generator set, BV Ci (S,R) denote the bounded
Voronoi polygon associated with sensor si, BV Vi (S,R) denote the set of vertices
of BV Ci (S,R) and BV Ni (S,R) denote si’s Voronoi neighbors in BV T (S,R).
Since the Voronoi polygon is convex [10] and R is also convex, all the Voronoi
polygons in the bounded Voronoi tessellation are convex.

Theorem 1. Consider a sensor network deployed in a bounded, convex region
R. R is completely covered by S if and only if for each sensor si ∈ S, all the
vertices of BV Ci (S,R) are within si’s sensing disk Si.

Proof. (Sufficient condition) For any sensor si ∈ S, if all the vertices of BV Ci (S,R)
are within Si, then BV Ci(S,R) ⊆ Si. Since R =

⋃
si∈S

BV Ci(S,R), we have

R =
⋃

si∈S

BV Ci(S,R) ⊆ ⋃
si∈S

Si. Therefore S is a cover set for R.

(Necessary condition) If S is a cover set for R, each point in R is covered
at least by one sensor in S. According to the definition of Voronoi tessellation,
each point must be covered by its Voronoi generator. ¥

Theorem 1 gives a method to judge whether a sensor node is redundant.
Sensor node si is redundant if S\si is still a cover set for R (S\si represents the
set of remaining sensors after removing si from S). That is, for any sensor sj ∈
S\si, all the elements of BV Vj in BV T (S\si, R) are within Sj . Furthermore,
we observe that only BV Cj(S\si, R), j ∈ BV Ni(S,R) may be different from
BV Cj(S,R). Other sensors’ bounded Voronoi polygons will not change after



excluding sensor si from S because their Voronoi neighbors don’t change. We
conclude the above discussion as follows.

Coverage Redundancy Condition: Given a bounded convex region R
and a sensor network consisting of a set of sensors S, sensor si is redundant
if and only if for any sensor sj ∈ BV Ni (S,R), all the elements of BV Vj in
BV T (S\si, R) are covered by Sj .

In order to judge whether a sensor node is coverage redundant, the above
condition needs to compute the Voronoi tessellation among all remaining n −
1 sensor nodes. Therefore it will need n times computation of such Voronoi
tessellation of the target region R so as to judge the redundant status of each of
the n sensor nodes. The time complexity of Voronoi tessellation with n generators
is about O (nlogn) in the worst case. So the total time complexity is about
O

(
n2logn

)
and it is computation expensive. To reduce the computation cost,

we propose the following optimization method.
Suppose we are checking whether sensor node si is coverage redundant. And

BV Ni (S,R) is si’s Voronoi neighbor set. For any sensor node sj ∈ BV Ni (S,R),
sj ’s possible Voronoi neighbor set BV Nj (S\si, R) must be a subset of the
union of BV Nj (S,R) and BV Ni (S,R) because of the nearest proximity char-
acteristic of Voronoi tessellation, i.e., BV Nj(S\si, R) ⊆ (BV Nj (S,R) \si) ∪
BV Ni (S,R). This implies that BV Cj(S\si, R) = BV Cj (Uj , R), where Uj =
BV Nj (S,R) \si∪BV Ni (S,R). Therefore, it is sufficient to compute the Voronoi
tessellation of R taking Uj as the generator set while determining whether si is
coverage redundant. Using this optimization, the time complexity can be reduced
to O (nklogk), where k = max (‖Uj‖) ¿ n.

We propose the optimized coverage redundant condition as follows.
Optimized Coverage Redundancy Condition: Given a bounded convex

target region R and a sensor network consisting of a set of sensors S, sensor si

is redundant if and only if for any sensor sj ∈ BV Ni (S,R), all the elements of
BV Vj (Uj , R) are covered by sj , where Uj = BV Nj (S,R) \si ∪BV Ni (S,R).

After all redundant sensors have been identified, we further classify redun-
dant sensors into two sub-categories: independently and dependently redundant
sensor.

Definition 4. (Independently/Dependently redundant sensor) An independently
redundant sensor is a redundant sensor whose Voronoi neighbors are all non-
redundant. A dependently redundant sensor is a redundant sensor whose Voronoi
neighbors include at least one redundant sensor.

Non-redundant sensors must be kept active and independently redundant
sensors are safe to be turned off. If two dependently redundant sensors, which
are Voronoi neighbors each other, are turned off simultaneously, an area between
them may be left uncovered, thus a sensing hole will occur. So the problem of
calculating the minimal set of the active sensors is equivalent to determining
the maximal set of the dependently redundant sensors that can be turned off
simultaneously. In our solution, we use Redundant Dependency Graph to resolve
the dependency relationship.



Definition 5. (RDG graph) A Redundant Dependency Graph, RDG = (Vr, Er),
is an undirected graph, where Vr is the set of all dependently redundant sensors
and ∀vri, vrj ∈ Vr, (vri, vrj) ∈ Er if and only if vri and vrj are Voronoi neighbors.

The problem of determining the maximal set of dependently redundant sen-
sors that can be deactivated simultaneously is equal to the problem of calculating
the maximal independent set (MIS) of the RDG graph. In this paper, we adapt
the greedy algorithm in [11] to calculate the MIS of the RDG graph.

When CVT algorithm terminates, all independently redundant sensors and
all dependently redundant sensors selected into the MIS of the RDG graph form
a Safe Set (SS ), which includes all sensors that can be deactivated safely at the
same time. And all other sensors form the final cover set for the target region
and must be kept active to respond a specific query.

The pseudocode of the CVT algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. The
input of the CVT algorithm are the initial set of sensors IS = {s1, . . . , sn} and
the target region R. Its output is a cover set (CS ) for R. In the description,
IRS denotes Independently Redundant sensor Set, DRS denotes Dependently
Redundant sensor Set, SS denotes Safe sensor Set, S denotes temporary sensor
Set and MIS denotes Maximal Independent Set.

Algorithm 1 CVT Algorithm
1: SS = CS = ∅, S = IS
2: if R 6⊂ ⋃

si∈S

Si then

3: Return CS = ∅
4: end if
5: while S 6= ∅ do
6: IRS = DRS = MIS = ∅
7: Identify all redundant sensor nodes in S
8: for each redundant sensor si ∈ S do
9: if si is independently redundant then

10: IRS = IRS
⋃ {si}

11: else
12: DRS = DRS

⋃ {si}
13: end if
14: end for
15: if DRS 6= ∅ then
16: Compute MIS of the RDG graph
17: SS = SS

⋃
IRS

⋃
MIS

18: S = IS − SS
19: else
20: SS = SS

⋃
IRS

21: Break out the while loop
22: end if
23: end while
24: CS = IS − SS



The approximation performance of the CVT algorithm is determined by the
greedy algorithm for the MIS problem. It has been shown that in any graph
with N vertices, M edges and average degree δ, the greedy algorithm can take
at most O (M) steps to find an independent set of size at least N/ (δ + 1)[11].

In the following, we analyze the time complexity of the CVT algorithm.

Lemma 1. The maximum possible number of Voronoi vertices in a two di-
mensional Voronoi tessellation is 2n − 5, and the maximum possible number
of Voronoi edges is 3n− 6, where n is the number of generators [10].

Lemma 2. The average number of Voronoi edges per Voronoi polygon does not
exceed 6 [10].

Lemma 3. Any algorithm for constructing Voronoi tessellation requires at least
O (nlogn) time in the worst case, where n is the number of generators [10].

Theorem 2. The worst-case time complexity of the CVT algorithm is less than
O (mnk log k), where k is the maximum possible number of Voronoi neighbor of
each sensor, n is the total number of sensors initially deployed in the network,
m is the maximum iterative times of the While loop of the CVT algorithm and
m ≤ log7/6 n.

Proof. Step 2 ∼ 4 can be completed in O (n log n). In the While loop, step 7
can be done in O (nk log k) using the optimized coverage redundancy condition,
where k is the maximum number of Voronoi neighbors. Step 8 ∼ 14 need O (n)
to classify redundant sensors. Step 16 needs O (l) to calculate the MIS of RDG
graph, where l is the edge number of RDG and l ≤ 3n−6. Therefore one pass of
the While loop can be done at most in O (nk log k) in the worst case. Suppose
the total iterative number of While loop is m. According to the approximation
ratio of the greedy algorithm for the MIS problem, we can get m ≤ log7/6 n. The
total time complexity of the CVT algorithm is dominated by step 5 ∼ 23 and
thus is less than O (mnk log k). ¥

3.2 SMT Based Connection Algorithm

It has been shown that the complete coverage of a convex region implies con-
nectivity of the communication network induced by all active sensor nodes if
Rc ≥ 2Rs [12]. Therefore the cover set constructed by the CVT algorithm is
connected if Rc ≥ 2Rs. But when Rc < 2Rs, the communication connectivity
of the cover set can’t be ensured. In this subsection, we propose a Steiner Min-
imum tree (SMT) based connection algorithm to make the cover set connected
if necessary.

Definition 6. (Primary/Assistant sensor) A sensor in the cover set is called a
primary sensor. Otherwise it is an assistant sensor.

Definition 7. (Connected component) A connected component in the cover set
is a connected subgraph of Gc whose vertices only involve primary sensors, where
Gc is the communication graph induced by all initially deployed sensors.



Suppose that sensors in the cover set constructed by the CVT algorithm form
m separated connected components in Gc as shown in Fig.1. The connected
component consists of only primary sensors (denoted by solid circular dots).
These components are connected through assistant sensors (denoted by hollow
circular dots). We abstract each connected component as one virtual vertex and
use vi to represent compi. Then we attach to vi all edges in Gc that connect one
primary sensor in compi and another assistant sensor. After this conversion, we
get an abstract communication graph Gc

′ (see Fig.2).

Fig. 1: Connected Components in Gc Fig. 2: Abstract Communication Graph
Gc

′

If we assign weight 1 to each edge in Gc
′, selecting the minimal number

of additional sensors needed to connect the components in Gc is equivalent to
solving the Steiner Minimum Tree problem in the 1-weighted graph Gc

′, where
the virtual vertices representing components are considered as “terminals” and
the needed assistant sensors are those “Steiner points” that are needed to con-
struct the Steiner Minimum Tree to connect all the terminals. We present the
SMT-based connection algorithm in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 SMT-based Connection Algorithm
1: Create the 1-weighted abstract communication graph Gc

′ as described
2: Calculate the Steiner Minimum Tree (SMT) to connect all virtual vertices in Gc

′.
3: Return all the assistant sensors corresponding to the Steiner points in the computed

SMT.

4 Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms, we have constructed a
simulator in C programming language under Linux operating system. The target
region is a square of size 400× 400. The default sensing radius is 30. We change
the communication radius to evaluate the performance under different ratio of



Rc to Rs. To ensure the target region is completely covered by the initial sensor
network and the initial network is connected when all sensors are active, we
first divide the region into grid cells with dimension of 40 and deploy one sensor
at the center of each grid cell. In this deployment, the minimal communication
range that can ensure network connectivity is 40. When the sensing range is 30,
each sensor can only cover the grid where it is located. So we can expect the
minimal size of the cover set is about 100 when the sensing range is 30. Besides
the 100 fixed sensors, we also randomly deploy lots of sensors in the region.

4.1 Comparison with Greedy Algorithm

The greedy algorithm in [9] is also a centralized algorithm. This algorithm firstly
needs to divide the target region into many subelements, where points in the
same subelement are covered by the same set of sensors.

As stated in [9], the maximum number of subelements on a 2-demensional
plane with n circles is n (n + 1). When there are totally K sample points needed
to be examined, the preprocessing of generating subelements takes O

(
Kn3

)
[6].

The number of sample points is related to the size of the region and the grid cell.
And the size of the grid cell is closely related to the coverage accuracy. Larger
cell size can result in smaller K, thus less time is needed, but the coverage
performance becomes worse. In application that requires every point is covered
at least by one sensor, the size of the grid cell must be small enough. On the
other hand, the region monitored by sensor networks is usually vast. Therefore
the number of sample points is usually several orders of magnitude of the number
of the sensors in the network, i.e., K À n. Therefore the time complexity of the
greedy algorithm is much larger than that of CVT algorithm.
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The comparison of the size of the connected cover set constructed by the
greedy algorithm and our proposed algorithms is illustrated in Fig.3. It is clear



that both the CVT and CVT+SMT algorithms generate much smaller CCS
than the greedy algorithm when Rs = 30 and Rc = 60, 40 respectively. While
the algorithm in [9] is globally greedy, our proposed algorithm can definitely
identify all non-redundant sensors that must be kept active, all independently
redundant sensors that can be safely turned off, and only apply the greedy
algorithm to determine the maximal number of dependently redundant sensors
that can be turned off simultaneously.

In summary, our proposed algorithm outperforms the greedy algorithm in
terms of both the time complexity and the size of the final connected cover set
(i.e., the number of sensors that must be kept active).
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4.2 Simulation Results

Fig.4 shows how the size of CCS and the number of the sensors turned off vary
when the number of deployed sensors changes from 100 to 700. Initially, when
there are only 100 fixed sensors in the region, all sensors must be active to provide
the coverage and connectivity. We observe that the size of CCS constructed by
the CVT algorithm almost keeps constant and is very close to the expected
number of active sensors, i.e., 100 when Rc ≥ 2Rs. Note these 100 sensors are
not the same as the 100 fixed sensor nodes.

When Rc < 2Rs, more additional sensors are needed to maintain the commu-
nication connectivity. Fig.5 shows the ratio of additional sensor nodes calculated
by the SMT connection algorithm in the final CCS under different node density
and sensing radius.

The average coverage degree can reflect the sensing redundancy of the net-
work. To calculate the sensing degree, we divide the region into 1× 1 unit cells
and assume an event occurs at the center of each cell. The coverage degree is
defined as the number of sensors that can detect the event. As illustrated in



Fig.6, although the original sensing degree varies from 3 to 50, our proposed
CVT algorithm can result in about 2 degree when Rc = 2Rs.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have designed centralized algorithms to construct a minimal
connected cover set for wireless sensor networks. The basic idea is to calculate the
cover set firstly and then make it connected if needed. We propose a centralized,
Voronoi tessellation (CVT) based algorithm to calculate the near optimal cover
set for the target region. The constructed cover set is connected if Rc ≥ 2Rs.
In case of Rc < 2Rs where the cover set constructed by the CVT algorithm
is not connected, we design a Steiner minimum tree (SMT) based algorithm to
compute the minimal set of additional sensors needed to make the cover set
connected. Theoretical analysis and simulation results show that our proposed
algorithm outperforms the greedy algorithm.
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